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Background

Background

MI was developed to address patient
ambivalence and resistance about behavior
change (taking a med, losing weight, quitting
smoking, illicit drugs)
MI is a patient-centered form of counseling that
helps patients to reason their way to the
conclusion that they need to change their
behaviors in order to achieve their goals.

MI does two important things:
it accurately and nonjudgmentally reflects and
explores the concerns and emotions of the
patient through specific skills, and
it provides insight or new information to
address those concerns in a nonjudgmental
and nonthreatening manner (the spirit of me)
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Today’s session
• Focus on a sense making (non-acronym based)
approach to MI
• Identify the 7 steps in our sense making approach to
MI
• Use sample cases/dialogs to illustrate how to know
when to use the appropriate MI skills

The Steps cont.
5. Address the issue (with permission) –
provide the needed information
6. Invite the patient to consider the new
information and draw a new conclusion
7. Summarize and discuss next steps

Step 1
Listen for the sense making
Skill: You’re wondering
– Let’s the patient know you’re listening
– Sets up providing incite/new information
Patient: I don’t know why I need this medicine. I feel
fine.
HCP: So, you’re wondering, why you really need this
medication, if you’re feeling ok?
Patient: Exactly
HCP: Would you mind if I shared some thoughts with
you and you let me know what you think?

The Steps
1. Listen to how the patient is making sense
2. Clarify (nail down) the sense making – “If you don’t
know where you’re going, any road will take you
there.)
3. Reflect back your understanding
- Let’s the patient know you listened
- You find out if you were accurate
4. Identify – incorrect or needed (missing) information

Step 1
Listen for the sense making
Case: 63 yo male with high bp or diabetes
Patient : I don’t know why I need this
medicine. I feel fine.
A sense
conclusion
decision about
behavior
Skill: You’re wondering

Step 2
Clarify the sense making
Case: 55 yo female with new prescription for
diabetes medication
Patient : My doctor prescribed this for my diabetes
(holding prescription), but I really don’t like taking
medicine.
Skill:
– Reflect and Explore – use open ended questions
to define the issue(s)
• Doubts about need for this med?
• Problems with meds in general, etc.
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Step 2
Clarify the sense making
Skill: Reflect and Explore
Patient : My doctor prescribed this for my diabetes
(holding prescription), but I really don’t like taking
medicine.
HCP: You sound reluctant to take any medication.
What’s got you concerned about taking
medication? OR
HCP: You’re reluctant to take medication for your
diabetes. How important is it for you to get your
diabetes under control?

Step 3
Reflect back your understanding
Skill: Reflect
Patient : The last medicine I took for an
infection gave me a horrible rash. I don’t want
that to happen again.
HCP: Getting that rash really frightened you.
You don’t want that to happen again.
Patient: No, I don’t. It was horrible.

Step 5
Address the issue (with permission)
Case: Patient newly diagnosed with diabetes.
Patient: The doctor says I have sugar, but I feel ok
so I don’t see the point in doing anything right now.
I might do something if I start feeling bad.
What is this patient’s sense?
What information is missing or incorrect?
What information is needed?
How do we provide it?

Step 3
Reflect back your understanding
Case: 55 yo female with new prescription for
diabetes medication
Patient : The last medicine I took for an
infection gave me a horrible rash. I don’t want
that to happen again.
Skill: Reflect
Feelings, content, reasons

Step 4
Identify incorrect or needed information
Skill: Identify needed information
Patient : No, I don’t. It was horrible.
Note: (careful about face loss)
HCP: I don’t want that to happen to you either. Sounds like
if we can eliminate that problem with this medication you
would be willing to take it. (Conditional commitment)
Patient: Can you do that?
HCP: The medicine prescribed is very effective in helping to
reduce your blood sugar. It is highly unlikely that you would
have a problem with a rash with this medication. Where
does this leave you now in regards to taking the medication?

Step 5
Address the issue (with permission)
Patient: The doctor says I have sugar, but I feel ok so I don’t
see the point in doing anything right now. I might do
something if I start feeling bad. (This doesn’t apply to me
now)
HCP: So your doctor indicated that your blood sugar is up
but because you feel ok, you’re thinking you won’t do
anything until it gets worse.
Patient: Right.
HCP: Would you mind if I shared some thoughts with you
and you tell me what you think? I do understand that
ultimately, this is your decision.
Patient: I suppose.
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Step 5
Address the issue (with permission)
Patient: I suppose
– Response lends itself to an analogy.
• Syrup, pancakes

– Analogy must fit the situation and the educational
level and “world” of the patient
– After the analogy:
HCP: Where does this leave you now in regard to
lowering your blood sugar before serious damage
is done? (don’t minimize the impact)

Step 7
Putting it all together and Summary
 Pt: I think cholesterol is overrated. Everyone in my
family has had high cholesterol and they ate whatever
they wanted and they all lived long lives. I don’t think I
really need this prescription.
 HCP: It sounds like your family has really good genes
when it comes to cholesterol and its negative effects. I
really hope that’s true for you, too.
 Pt: I’m sure it is.
 HCP: At this point it doesn’t seem to make a lot of
sense to take medicine or change your lifestyle.

Step 6
Invite the patient to reconsider
Case: 57 yo male patient with diabetes. 30
pounds over weight.
Patient: I’ve tried losing weight before. I
always seem to gain it back. I just don’t want to
go through that again.
What would you say?

Sample Dialog cont.
 Pt: You got it!
 HCP: You bring up some really good points. Would you
mind if I share some thoughts I have and you tell me what
you think about them?
 Pt: I suppose…but, I’m not changing anything.
 HCP: (calmly) It really is up to you. It certainly is your
decision. Here’s something for you to consider. If your
family is like most, people have different heights, shades of
hair color, and the like. So, even people from the same
“gene pool” can differ. You have to decide if it is worth it to
you to reduce any risk you may have of being negatively
affected by high cholesterol, and as a result, having a stroke
or heart attack, because there can be individual variation
among family members. What do you think about this?
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Sample Dialog cont.
 Pt: Well, no one has had a stroke or heart attack yet.
 HCP: And I really hope you never do. We just never know who
might be more susceptible to this risk. There certainly are ways
to reduce the risk through medication and lifestyle changes.
 Pt: Well, I need to think about that. I’m not sure I want to do
anything.
 HCP: Again, it’s up to you. You have to decide the degree of risk
you are comfortable with. So, right now you’re going to think
about what we’ve discussed about risks and decide if you want
to do anything to reduce them, just in case you may be
susceptible….kind of a preventive approach.
 Pt. I’ll give it some thought.
 HCP: Let me know if you have any questions or if I might help in
the future…..

Skills we have discussed
– You’re wondering – used when patients are saying, “I
just don’t get it….”
– Reflection
– Open ended questions to explore the sense making
– Conditional commitment – used when the patient
understands the necessity of the behavior but there
are barriers
– Analogies
– Additional skill: A look over the fence – examples
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THE KEY
Everything starts with nailing down the sense
making
You really cannot know what skill to use or
information to provide if you don’t clarify the
sense making
If you don’t know where you’re going, any road
will take you there….NOT A GOOD STRATEGY
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